
PAPA Alliance

Party Presentation

What is papa alliance and why 
should you join?



Papa is an African unity alliance that will succeed where others have 
failed because we have respect for human rights and local ways, 
cultures and governance. We have a strategy and formula to succeed.



OUR VISION
One Africa One People 
One Alliance 

Our Goals
African Unity, Stability 
Freedom and Prosperity



1. Intro
.UNASSAILABLE

The papa solution for African alliance will succeed where others have failed because our 
structure is unassailable with endless successors. Assassinating any one or many will not 
change the direction of the party, it will only fuel its growth 

             PRINCIPALS 

➔ Our principles of human rights and respect for National and local governments will 
empower all African nations without ceding their sovereignty.

➔ African nations will be Unified with the Principles of Human Rights, servant 
government, local control and a unified alliance for

➔  trade, security and finance.
➔



We believe that the 
government should serve the 
people and guarantee the 
people their basic human 
rights



One Africa Benefits.
Trade platform

Pan African trade platform that can control the price of 
strategic exports. Trade experts from each country will 
participate.  This gives Africa a Way to maximize prices and 
local benefit. This will also increase food security to mandate 
that a portion of all exports be sold locally.



Financial Platform

With control of the world's 
precious metals and 
resources, we will be able to 
forge an African currency for 
the benefit of all African 
nations and it will be based on 
their resources.



2. Why Join?
Because we can come together on the things that unify us to secure a prosperous and 
secure Africa for all Africans. 

➔ Together we can Win

➔ Together we are part of a whole of Africa movement 
and soon to be the world. Our Party Alliances across 
Africa  will support one another and make us powerful

➔ Together We Can Chart our Future
All small parties that agree with PAPA Platform and 
Terms should unify into one large party.



Victory is the Benefit 

Together we can win elections and the 
authority to forge together a 
wonderful future for Africa. 

Anything less than total victory is 
pointless. We are better together. 



Together We 
Can
Share resources 
information and 
talent. 



A transnational 
political party and 
government alliance 
will be unbeatable



PAPA Structure

Alliance Advisory
Advisory votes are 
non-binding.

Purpose is to provide 
advice, support and 
expertise

Alliance Council
National Committee, 
composed of 5 national 
leaders.

Office of the Chairman

Office of the Secretary General

Alliance Assembly
Composed of members from 
each national Party.

Decisions by majority vote. 
Council veto override by 2/3

PAPA is composed of 2 decision making bodies



PARTY TERMS
● Adopt the PAPA Platform.terms and 

principals.
● Include PAPA officials in the organization.
● Adopt PAPA symbol of the Black Hand over 

the red hexagram. (Keep your loved symbol 
and add PAPA next to it)

Work locally and internationally with party leaders 
to achieve National International objectives..



UPWARDS

Small Political Parties should 
Unite into one large party 
that adopts PAPA Platform 
and is sensitive to each 
other's concerns. The most 
powerful Brand that 
combines with the Symbol 
and the human desire is 
UPWARDS



Upwards
Millions of people across Africa will hold up their 
finger in support of the PAPA Alliance.
In their heart they all want to go up and we point 
Upwards to Heaven from our Hearts

We all want to go Up



FAQ Questions
Do I have to change the name of our Party?       NO simply add 
PAPA Alliance Member

Do I have to change my symbol? NO Just add 
PAPA symbol prominently. 

Why should we join PAPA? To win 
elections

We are in Power, why join PAPA? To do the right 
thing and stay in power



FAQ Questions
Why is the Star Red?       Because the times are dire and the 
black red and white color combination is powerful.

Is this a communist star? No. A communist star has 5 
points. 

Why is it a 6 pointed star? Because it is accepted by Jews, 
Muslims Christians and ancient cultures across the world.

Why do all nations have the 5 pointed star and we not?
The 5 pointed star is the symbol of control and war. The 6 

pointed star is the symbol of Peace and Freedom



FAQ Questions
Why are there issues like Right to Life?       Because we have 
principals

Why is COVID an issue? Because all countries 
are being coerced into injecting their citizens against the 
Nuremberg codes. 

How can PAPA win? We have the most 
powerful symbol in the world.

Is PAPA only in Africa? PAPA is an indigenous 
peoples movement world wide beginning in Africa



Come to PAPA

People need to understand how rare or 
frequent your examples are. 

Pick 1 or 2 statistics and make them as 
concrete as possible. Stats are generally not 
sticky, but here are a few tactics: 

➔ Relate
Deliver data within the context of a 
story you’ve already told

➔ Compare
Make big numbers digestible by putting 
them in the context of something 
familiar

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRHONksG3cM


Why we are Different than other Pan 
African Movements and Parties?

1 We are a Worldwide Movement. To Succeed this must be a World Movement

2 We are a single party alliance across africa with a unified goal. Others are in 
one country

3 We have a strategy to win. Others want African Unity without a solid plan to 
succeed.

4 We have the most powerful symbol. The power to win is in the symbol



REGISTER HERE
https://papaalliance.org/political-party-affiliation/

https://papaalliance.org/register/

https://papaalliance.org/political-party-affiliation/
https://papaalliance.org/register/

